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Solvas|TDR™
What is Solvas|TDR?

Functional highlights of Solvas|TDR

How does Solvas|TDR work?

Solvas|TDR is a Deloitte-developed software
solution that assists companies with
the accounting process for loans under
the troubled debt restructuring (TDR)
accounting guidance (FASB ASC 310-40). The
software is designed to help users efficiently
track loans, identify modifications, assess
modifications against user-definable TDR
criteria, calculate allowances, and generate
related reporting, such as TDR footnote
disclosure details.

•• Configurable TDR policy elections

Deloitte has developed an easy fourstep workflow process and supportable
methodology to help financial institutions
systematically manage their TDR accounting
activities.

What are the benefits of using
Solvas|TDR?
Solvas|TDR can help reduce the workload
required to identify, track, and report on
TDRs, while also improving related controls,
accuracy, transparency, and auditability.

•• Meaningful dashboards to display
specific metrics about the TDR portfolio
•• Rule-based TDR assessments
•• TDR impairment measurement
calculations and cash flows
•• TDR tracking for the remaining term of
the loan

Step 1

•• Broad library of reports to help satisfy
financial, audit, and regulatory reporting
needs
•• Drill-down capability to illustrate details
that support TDR assessment results

Screen loan population for
modification of terms or
restructuring

Step 2

Evaluate modified
loans for borrower
difficulty

Identify if
Step 3 concession
granted

Step 4
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What insight does Solvas|TDR provide?
Dashboards that display important information about your TDR portfolio:

Details to support TDR assessment results:

How is Solvas|TDR delivered?
Solvas|TDR is a server-based solution that is available for local, on-premise installation or on a hosted,
subscription basis using our advanced data center capabilities.
For more information about this product, or to arrange for a demonstration, please visit
www.deloitte.com/us/solvastdr. To arrange for a demonstration, please contact:
Hillel Caplan
Partner | Deloitte Advisory
Deloitte & Touche LLP
+1 212 436 5387
hcaplan@deloitte.com

Chris Pruszko
Senior Manager | Deloitte Advisory
Deloitte & Touche Projects SARL
+44 20 7303 7145
cpruszko@deloitte.com
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